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"Microsoft’s security culture was inadequate and requires an overhaul" says Cyber Safety Review Board following a "cascade of security failures"




Sean Endicott 

published 9 April 24



A cascade of errors
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Destiny 2's huge free Into the Light update is live, here's the roadmap and patch notes




Brendan Lowry 

published 9 April 24



Everything New
The highly anticipated Into the Light update for Destiny 2 is here, and it's massive. Here's a look at everything it brings to Bungie's live service shooter.
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Here's how a German Microsoft software engineer's 'curiosity and craftsmanship' saved the world's internet from the 'most widespread and effective backdoor ever planted in any software product'




Kevin Okemwa 

published 9 April 24



WIDESPREAD ATTACK
A software engineer's resourcefulness and curiosity saved the world from a severe cyber attack during the Easter holiday.
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The creator of 'Ori and the Blind Forest,' published by Xbox, is already contemplating ideas for a third installment in the series




Alexander Cope 

published 9 April 24



Ori 3 soon?
Moon Studios, the creators behind the critically acclaimed Ori series and upcoming ARPG, No Rest For The Wicked, have recently stated that they have ideas for a third Ori title.
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Helldivers 2's Automatons are back for robotic revenge, and oh Liberty, they're invading Cyberstan and 5 other planets we have to defend in 3 days




Brendan Lowry 

published 9 April 24



Bots Strike Back
The Automatons have returned in Helldivers 2, and they've brought a colossal invasion fleet that's rapidly advancing. Super Earth forces are ordered to slow its advance as much as possible.
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PC gamers are reportedly experiencing crashes and errors with Intel Core i9 CPUs, prompting returns




Rebecca Spear 

published 9 April 24



CPU crashing
The 13th Gen and 14th Gen Intel Core i9 CPUs are reportedly causing crashes and errors when running PC games, which has led buyers to return them for alternative processors.
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Is Apple about to 'invent' Xbox Kinect? The latest Apple rumor comes from another Microsoft concept.
Microsoft has yet another loss in the consumer space, and Apple may make Microsoft look even worse.



Here we go again
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EXCLUSIVE: Xbox President Sarah Bond sets up new team dedicated to game preservation and forward compatibility
The backward compatibility program will continue to future Xbox hardware. 



Bond, Sarah Bond
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Microsoft reveals subscription pricing for using Windows 10 beyond 2025, and it's not cheap
Customers will need to pay $61 per device, which will double every year for three years, to remain secure on Windows 10.



Update cost
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One of last year's best PC games just came to Steam, and it's cheaper than a cup of coffee
A console version of Buckshot Roulette is in the works, too.



Roll The Dice
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'Are you f#@!ing serious': Controversy erupts after a video generated by AI is declared the winner of Pink Floyd's animation competition
The AI generated video was one of 10 finalists, winning a prize of £10,000.



AI
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Apple's LLM reportedly outperforms GPT-4, but Sam Altman already admitted it "kind of sucks" as OpenAI gets ready to unveil a new model that's "really good, like materially better"
Apple's ReALM beats OpenAI's GPT-4 model despite using fewer parameters.



OUTPERFORMED
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Audeze's LCD-GX puts all other gaming headsets to shame with its unmatched sound quality — but there's a price to pay
The LCD-GX uses planar drivers and sounds truly amazing, but the $899 retail price is significantly more than other gaming headsets. 



Review
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The best PC gaming headset that I still use every day now has an Xbox version, and it's awesome
The epic Razer BlackShark V2 Pro now has console versions, so I guess I'm switching.



Hands On
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Minecraft: Bedrock Edition finally gets a feature PC players have had for over a decade
A permadeath hardcore mode is in testing for Bedrock Edition.



Permadeath
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Windows 11 2024 Update (version 24H2): New features, AI PCs, Arm, and everything we know so far



By

Zac Bowden 

last updated 8 April 24



vNext
Microsoft is currently developing the next major version of Windows 11, which is expected to ship later this year as the 2024 Update, also known as "version 24H2." Here's what you need to know.






vNext
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The secret behind the Windows 11 Copilot key is that it isn't a new key at all



By

Sean Endicott 

published 8 April 24



Old school
Tapping the Copilot key on a PC actually uses a keyboard combination that relies on IBM-era hardware.






Old school
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OpenAI's DALL-E finally supports AI image editing, lessening the prompt engineering burden among users



By

Kevin Okemwa 

published 5 April 24



Prompt-lite
You'll finally get the precise image you wanted from OpenAI's DALL-E image generation technology.






Prompt-lite
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Microsoft PowerToys now lets you peek at WebP files, my most-hated type of file



By

Sean Endicott 

published 5 April 24



a little peek
Microsoft PowerToys just received an update that adds support for viewing WebP, WebM, and audio files when using the Peek utility.






a little peek
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Gmail might flag some Microsoft Outlook emails as spam — You'll temporarily need an 'alias' to circumvent this issue



By

Kevin Okemwa 

published 5 April 24



SUSPICIOUS 
Goggle's newly implemented mandatory bulk sender authentication requirements for Gmail flag some Outlook emails as spam.






SUSPICIOUS 
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A mix of AI-enhanced Acer gaming laptops packed with the latest Intel and AMD processors are headed our way



By

Cale Hunt 

published 9 April 24



AI loves PC gaming
Acer has announced four new gaming laptops for 2024, including the all-new Predator Helios Neo 14 with Intel Core Ultra H-series CPUs complete with NPU for AI enhancements.






AI loves PC gaming
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"Cracking prices," said my editor when he saw these OLED laptop deals. "To get a new Core Ultra laptop that cheap already is absolutely nuts."



By

Sean Endicott 

published 9 April 24



How much?!
You can get the Core Ultra-powered ASUS Zenbook 14 OLED and its stunning display starting at $599.99.






How much?!
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The Legion Slim 5 14 (Gen 8), one of the best OLED gaming laptops I've used, is heavily reduced right now



By

Cale Hunt 

published 9 April 24



Deals
This compact gaming laptop with RTX 4060 and OLED display is enjoying a $430 discount at Best Buy.






Deals
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Surface Pro 10 for Business vs. Dell Latitude 7350 Detachable: Which 2-in-1 should you buy?



By

Cale Hunt 

published 9 April 24



Detachable dilemma
Dell's Latitude 7350 Detachable was refreshed for 2024, providing some much-needed competition for Microsoft's flagship 2-in-1 Surface Pro 10 for Business. We can help you choose the right model.






Detachable dilemma
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Microsoft claims Snapdragon X Elite PCs like Surface Pro 10 will beat M3 MacBook Air and have 'faster app emulation than Rosetta 2'



By

Sean Endicott 

published 8 April 24



Promises promises
Tech giants continue to hype up the Snapdragon X Elite.






Promises promises
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Just $620 for one of HP's top-of-the-line 2-in-1 laptops is so unreal I must be dreaming



By

Alexander Cope 

published 8 April 24



Deals
Best Buy is hosting a 40% discount for HP's 13th-generation 2-in-1 Envy Laptop. Read on to learn how this deal will save you $300 by purchasing this highly sought-after premium laptop.






Deals
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Star Wars Outlaws story trailer shows crime in the Outer Rim, while the game is coming to Xbox and Windows PC in August 2024 



By

Samuel Tolbert 

published 9 April 24



Outlaws
A new story trailer for Star Wars Outlaws reveals some of the threats facing protagonist Kay Vess, as well as confirming the game's August 2024 release date.






Outlaws
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What games we're playing on gaming handhelds this April: Steam Deck, ROG Ally, and Legion Go



By

Rebecca Spear, 

Ben Wilson 

published 9 April 24



Roundup
Here are all the games that have dominated the lives of Windows Central's team this month, from Steam Deck gems to ASUS ROG Ally blockbusters.






Roundup
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Total War: Warhammer 3 Thrones of Decay DLC finally gives the Dwarfs a flying Thunderbarge gunship and more



By

Samuel Tolbert 

published 9 April 24



DWARF GUNSHIP
Total War: Warhammer 3 Thrones of Decay DLC is finally bringing the Thunderbarge for the Dwarfs, a dragon for the Empire, and more.






DWARF GUNSHIP
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Prime Video's Fallout TV series is ready to step out of the Vault a little earlier than expected



By

Cole Martin 

published 9 April 24



Soon(TM)
Amazon has announced the Fallout TV series will be releasing earlier than expected on Prime Video along with a special, interactive Fan Premiere event.






Soon(TM)
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Forza Motorsport's seventh update brings back the Brands Hatch Grand Prix and Indy Circuits



By

Alexander Cope 

published 9 April 24



Brands Hatch returns
Forza Motorsport's latest update has recently rolled out, bringing with it the return of the Brands Hatch Grand Prix and Indy Circuits, playable cars, gameplay changes and fixes, and more.






Brands Hatch returns
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Best mouse 2024: The best mice for gaming, ergonomics, and more



By

Cale Hunt 

last updated 5 April 24



Updated
Looking for the best mouse you can buy? Whether you're a gamer, a productivity wizard, or a professional often on the road, we have a mouse for you right here.






Updated
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Keychron Q6 Pro review: The ultimate full-size mechanical keyboard



By

Harish Jonnalagadda 

published 4 April 24



Review
The Q6 Pro has everything you need in a high-end mechanical keyboard.






Review
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Best keyboards 2024: Ergonomic typing, mechanical gaming, and more to fit your budget



By

Cale Hunt 

last updated 4 April 24



Updated
There's a keyboard for every type of user, and we've collected the best of the best right here.






Updated
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How to set up a headless Raspberry Pi on Windows 11: Flashing the OS, setting up Wi-Fi and SSH



By

Richard Devine 

published 3 April 24



How-to
Most Raspberry Pi users won't have it connected to a display, so here's how to get setup to run it headless.






How-to
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Amazon's latest merch collaboration with Fallout embraces Vault Dweller-core for protective eyewear with Gunnar



By

Cole Martin 

published 3 April 24



Vault Dweller-core
Retro-futuristic style inspired by Pip-boy meets Gunnar protective eyewear to celebrate the Fallout TV series.






Vault Dweller-core
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How to set up multiple monitors on Windows 10



By

Mauro Huculak 

last updated 2 April 24



Multi-monitor
These tips can be used to configure a multi-monitor setup on Windows 10, whether you're using a laptop, desktop, or powerful workstation.






Multi-monitor
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